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CHRISTMAS ACCORDING TO ST JASON 

 

By Kerry Cue 

First published in The Advertiser (SA) 1993, Herald Sun 2001 and later in The Canberra Times  

    

  
No Stephen Spielberg, Fred Schepsi or Peter Weir could bring to 
life a story bursting with the tinselled excitement or wide-eyed 
wonder of that choreographed chaos known as the Kinder Nativity 
Play. The job of feverish direction rests with an experienced 
kindergarten teacher. And the play has become a cherished 
Christmas tradition of cherubic grins and dimpled mayhem. 
 
The first problem facing the director involves casting. Kinder kids 
can be very definite about the part they wish to play. They want a 
good line. And that line is often 'Baa'.  
  
The kinder teacher is then left with the problem of putting on a 
nativity play with 25 sheep and no one else. After much begging, 
pleading and coaxing she can muster one sulking Joseph, a radiant 
freckled Mary -who is allowed to wear her patent leather shoes and 
a brides veil - and a donkey, if they can wear the donkey suit. 
  
This donkey is not so stupid. This kid has worked out it's better 
opting for the suit than spending half their play time gluing up 
stupid crowns or making dumb halos. Of course there can be 
problems when a kid the size of baby hippo volunteers to wear the 
anorexic-donkey suit. On the night it takes 2 staff members and 3 
parents just to do up the zip. 
 
The kinder is a titter of excitement on the warm and steamy  night 
as sheep gather, kings sword fight their way in the door and angels  
play chasy  around the tables and chairs. The kinder teacher 
rounds up sheep and angels barely able to contain the almost 
explosive levels of excitement. But nothing happens because 
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Joseph is late. Finally Joseph, who said 'I don't want to be Joseph. 
I want to be Jason.' even though his name is Danny, is bustled in 
the door by parents. His beard is straightened. And the play begins. 
  
Joseph who is keen to get the whole business over and done with 
grabs the donkey by the neck and half drags her to the stage, 
otherwise known as the reading mat. But he's arrived on the set 
without Mary. Where's Mary? Everyone looks around. Mary is just 
delayed a little as she smiles and preens for the video camera held 
by dad. 
 
'Hurry up' yells Joseph, who is Jason. And Mary swans her way, 
still smiling at the camera, onto the stage.  
 
Then pandemonium breaks out. Where is Jesus?  Jesus, a 
swaddled doll, has been grabbed out of the manger by a toddler, 
who then bolts towards the nearest door. The crowd mumbles. 
Feet shuffle. There is a scream And Jesus reappears. 
 
The Inn Keeper arrives in apron and moustache. He has the one big 
line of the night. But he stands mouth open, gawping at the crowd 
with stage fright. The kinder teacher calls out in a stage whisper 
that can be heard 3 streets away 'You can use my barn'. Nothing 
happens. 'YOU CAN USE MY BARN" she yells.  Finally, the Inn 
Keeper speaks up.  'You can use my bar' he says, thus leaving the 
adult members of the audience with a rather graphic vision of Mary 
and Joseph sitting up enjoying a Banana Daiquiri at the Bethlehem 
Hilton. 
 
Then it is time for the star of the show. The Star.  The star glides in 
and trips over the donkey. The kings follow. This is the point where 
the kinder teacher mumbles 'Why did I put those three together?'  
The Kings arrive in dressing gowns and crowns elbowing, pushing 
and shoving and whacking each other with the gold and 
frankincense. While the myrrh hits the turf. And at least one kinder 
teacher has a well-dented pewter jug from the annual dropping of 
the myrrh. 
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Then it's time for the sheep. Where are the sheep? Out  playing on 
the slide. The kinder teacher rounds them up again. And they arrive   
on all fours and bump into the Kings, who kick them. At this stage 
the kinder teacher could strangle Joseph, who is making rude 
finger gestures at the sheep.  
 
Finally, the angels with tinselled halos and drooping wings troop 
into place - one waving so frantically to her parents she bumps into 
the others, one sucking his thumb and one holding onto her lower 
anatomy saying 'But I want to go now'. 
 
When all the players are in place you here the 'Halleluiah 'chorus. 
That's the kinder teacher. For the play is over for another year.  
  
Praise the Lord! 
 
 


